REDSTONE PARK UPDATES - DRAFT PLAN
Public Input Summary:

The public comment period on the Draft Plan was open between February 8 and March 14, 2021 to
collect input on the draft plan to update Redstone Park. The survey was advertised with on-site signage,
posters at local businesses with paper surveys available, through OST’s newsletter and social media
channels as well as in the Crystal Valley Echo and their social media promotions. The Draft Plan was also
presented at the March 11th Crystal Valley Caucus meeting and received unanimous support from the 18
attendees at the meeting. Additional small-group discussions were held with the Redstone Historic
Preservation Committee and the Redstone Community Association.
A total of 29 responses were collected from the community (24 online responses and 5 paper surveys).
The majority of responses (19) were from Redstone residents, with an additional six (6) submitted by
residents in the Crystal Valley. The respondents utilize the park’s many offerings with the three most
common uses being passive enjoyment, attending community events and accessing the river. Some of
the themes from comments on the draft park updates and improvements are summarized below, with
the complete responses included on the following pages.
-

-

-

Generally, comments were supportive of the Draft Plan and the concept that “less is more.”
Many like the way the park currently functions.
o This supports the plans focus on upgrades/updates while carrying forward the existing
programming and aesthetic.
There were a few respondents who made the same request we heard in the survey last summer
- requesting a basketball court in the area where the ice rink is located.
o The Steering Committee previously discussed this potential use and determined that it
was not compatible with the more passive vision for the northern parcel and that a hard
court and basketball hoop is already accommodated at the fire station.
A couple of respondents questioned if it would be possible to host the concerts at Elk Park
rather than Redstone Park, as Elk Park has more parking and open space.
A couple of respondents would prefer that no changes be made to the park.
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Q1 How do you / your household use Redstone Park?
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Q2 What are your thoughts on the draft park updates and improvements
shown on the graphic above (click here to view a pdf with a detailed
description of the planned improvements)? Are there elements you would
like to see that are not included in the plans? Is there anything the design
team and steering committee should consider as they finalize the park
design?
Answered: 24

Skipped: 5

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

open lawn = basketball court - concrete slab can be used for ice rink

3/25/2021 11:56 AM

2

Basketball court (summer) where the ice rink is in the winter - at lease a hard court.

3/25/2021 11:55 AM

3

Larger and better; no suggestions

3/25/2021 11:54 AM

4

Looks good Like the better river access! Need a few more details - all of this is a little vague stoked you are giving attention to Redstone.

3/25/2021 11:52 AM

5

Would like to see basketball court where ice rink is. Keeps kids off the street. Community
garden.

3/25/2021 11:52 AM

6

An idea for addition to playground would be a large teeter totter. We’ve seen (and used) this in
other mountain towns and all the kids love it.

3/13/2021 9:48 AM

7

The plan looks good other than we are concerned about the large trash bin being moved to the
side of the ice skating shed. That is right across from our residence. Why not place it closer to
the restrooms and higher use area? If it remains locked, it is being used by townspeople who
clean the restroom or have a store anyway, and if it’s not locked it will result in more traffic and
maybe odors by our house. Neither is desirable to us.

3/13/2021 8:41 AM

8

Agree that less is more!

3/8/2021 2:39 PM

9

The park is great the way it is. My family uses it frequently throughout the year. We love the
quaint character and wouldn't want to see anything changed.

3/5/2021 8:00 AM

10

Please leave it as is.

3/4/2021 9:30 PM

11

I like it how it is, More parking would be nice for out of town people.

3/4/2021 2:28 PM

12

Its perfect the way it is. Leave it alone

3/4/2021 8:04 AM

13

Try to do a better job then the amphitheater that was constructed a few years back, ass
backwards with the stage above the audience.

3/1/2021 2:55 PM

14

I appreciate the changes to make the ice rink feel more like it is part of the park and providing
power to both the skate shed and gazebo.

2/22/2021 10:31 AM

15

I think a basketball court should be built where the ice rink is. This could be used for summer
months, and double down for an ice rink in the winter.

2/22/2021 10:31 AM

16

I think it looks great. Some safe river access for little kids would be great so they can safely
get to the river to throw rocks, etc. it times of lower water.

2/22/2021 10:22 AM

17

I think that relocating the marble table is somewhat unnecessary and would be expensive to
build the platform near the river.

2/17/2021 6:38 PM

18

It seems to me the elephant in the room is why was a consideration of useage of Elk Park for
concerts/gazebo NOT in the initial planning ?? Space and parking is abundant; not the case in
the park. Electricity surely could have been figured out. Somebody high up must have
squelched it....sad.

2/15/2021 11:27 AM
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19

Under “Utilities”, the second bullet re utility pole is confusing. If it might be needed, why might
there be an “opportunity” for it to be removed?

2/11/2021 5:13 PM

20

Would it be possible to move the 'music in the park' concerts to Elk Park, and put in a
permanent stage there? This would solve the parking problem around Redstone Park and allow
a somewhat smaller gazebo than the one currently in the plan .

2/10/2021 11:56 AM

21

I’m disappointed that there won’t be more upgrades to the playground/kid play section. Real
potential here to expand and make improvements for residents and visitors with children. More
public seating/picnic tables are great. I hope that features like the horseshoe pits are
maintained for enjoyment.

2/10/2021 7:59 AM

22

No additional comments

2/10/2021 7:08 AM

23

Beautiful work! I love so many parts of this plan! Wow! Additional playground equipment would
be wonderful- yes to monkey bars!! Not thrilled with the hexagonal-shaped park shelter... would
love to see a lean-to pavilion (this would match the "depot" feeling at the park across the
pedestrian bridge... would feel more connected, in my opinion).

2/9/2021 8:17 PM

24

It is always concerning when one takes down a tree. It spent too many years to grow so why
not add some and leave the living trees alone?

2/9/2021 1:14 PM
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Q3 What is your age?
Answered: 29
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Q4 Where do you live?
Answered: 29

Skipped: 0
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#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

We live in the Denver area but have lots of family members who visit often

3/13/2021 8:41 AM

2

Summer resident of Redstone

3/1/2021 10:15 AM
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3

Camp Host - Seasonal (Referring visitors to spend time in Redstone.)

7/7

2/9/2021 1:14 PM

Redstone Park Improvements
Redstone, Colorado

Steering Committee Review: Public Comment and Gazebo Alternatives
April, 2021
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Gazebo Structure
Size: 16’x16’

Roof Line: Hexagonal shaped roof that will slope in all directions.
Grading: The floor of the shelter is raised 12” above the adjacent lawn creating two steps.
The sides of the structure are open. The surrounding grade has been adjusted with stone
steps creating a level pad for the shelter.
Impacts to Views: This option has some impact on views due to its location within the
park and character of the roof line. This shelter option is more of a focus feature of the
park than a structure that will fade into its surroundings.
Impacts to Lawn: The hexagonal shape will encroach more into lawn than the current
structure but will leave room for circulation and other park activities.

20’ offset

Function: The size and orientation of the shelter makes it suitable for events (such
as summer concerts) while still accommodating daily park uses. The shelter could
accommodate up to two full size picnic tables. Electricity will be routed to the

High water mark

Development restricted area - No structures permitted
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Existing Redstone Gazebos

Architectural Character
RHPC Guidelines for building forms and materials
• Compatibility in mass and scale
• Respectful and complimentary in design
• Clear distinction between old and new
• Mimicking discouraged
• Designs should be simple in form and volume
• Respect hierarchy of building detailing
• Limit architectural references to other styles
Examples of Local
Architectural Elements

M AT E R I A L S A N D D E TA I L I N G R E F E R E N C E S
R E D S T O N E PA R K -
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GENERAL NOTES:
1. Material to be wood, either Douglas Fir or timber

4. All foot prints are 16x16 and all roofs are 18x18’

2. Asphalt shingles to be used for roofing material

5. Each option can be mounted in wood, concrete, or gravel base

3. Material can be stained. Color to be chosen at a later date

6. Each structure meets snow load requirements
7. Every option can come without railing

Hexagon Gazebo

6’ Opening

16’ Footprint

16’ Footprint

9’ Opening

Octagon Gazebo

P A R K S H E LT E R
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Alternative A

Alternative B

Alternative C

Character Description

Character Description

Character Description

This gazebo is a simple design utilizing materials appropriate for the rustic and historic
setting of Redstone. This option does not have any ornamentation and is the most
utilitarian “park shelter” of the options.

This gazebo is a more rustic option with a strong frame and large scale timber
components. This option most closely resembles the existing structure at Elk Park. The
subtle details near the roof line add some ornamentation which is in line with Redstone’s
Historic Guidelines

This option includes materials appropriate for the rustic and historic setting with slightly
more ornamentation including a cupola. The clean lines and arches frame each individual
view. The cupola at the top of the structure and the arched wood braces give this option a
more festive gazebo design.

Poligon

		

Western Timber Frame

Forever Redwood

Roof Height: 11’

Roof Height: 12’ 4”

Roof Height: 12’ 6”

Maintenance: $

Maintenance: $

Maintenance: $

Alternative D

Alternative E

Alternative F

Character Description

Character Description

Character Description

This gazebo incorporates rustic victorian details and is the lightest feeling of the structures
due to the timber size used. The materials are historically appropriate and match the rustic
character of Redstone.
Shape: Hexagonal				Roof Height: 12’ 6”

This ornamental structure would be a destination for those that visit the park. The gazebo This is the most ornamental of the design options, with its tiered roof and delicate details.
features more elaborate design starting from the top with the cupola and moving down to The use of small intricate pieces in this design makes an otherwise large structure have a
light and dainty feel which is reminiscent of the Victorian era. This option pushes the
the details that boarder the roof.
boundaries of “simple ornamentation” advised by the Redstone Historic Guidelines.
Shape: Hexagonal
Roof Height: 13’

Design features: Decorative Bracing and Boarder

Design features: Cupola, Decorative Boarder

Cedar Shed

Natural Structures

Maintenance: $$

Amish Country Gazebos

Maintenance: $$$

Shape: Octagonal

Roof Height: 16’

Design features: Tiered Roof, Cupola,

Maintenance: $$$

Decorative Bracing and Boarder

